No Barriers

“No Barriers” is a show produced by HCCTV, hosted by Ana Calvo VAST Academy Director of Transition Services highlighting the abilities of individuals living with a disability. The show will have a total of 10 episodes that will be taped between the fall and spring semester. Within “No Barriers” HCC and VAST Academy’s students and staff will be featured demonstrating different talents or speaking on specific topics or activities. “No Barriers” will also serve as a resource to students and the community providing information on different facilities, agencies, and activities around the Greater Houston area.

Air slots for “No Barriers” are Tuesdays and Thursdays at 9am and 9pm however; show episodes change on a monthly basis, meaning each episode will air at the allotted times for one month.

HCCTV broadcast channels are: Comcast, channel 19
  AT&T uVerse, channel 99
  TV Max, channel 97
  Phonoscope, channel 77
  Cebridge Connections, channel 20

You can also catch HCCTV at sites http://sites.hccs.edu/hcctv/no-barriers/